Inc. CEO Project Moves to
the Office 365 Cloud
Migration enhances remote communications and collaboration

CUSTOMER PROFILE

Inc. CEO Project helps
high-caliber CEOs grow
their businesses through
participation in hand-selected
CEO peer groups, led by
experienced advisors.
Advisors

Current & Past CEOs

Members

About 100

Size of Member
Companies
$20M - $2B+

THE SITUATION
Inc. CEO Project sought to make
it easier to deliver value to clients
by enhancing remote work,
communication and collaboration
capabilities. They wanted to unify
their use of email, collaboration
apps, file sharing, and web meeting
technologies into a single cloudbased platform.

Inc. CEO Project is a community of talented and ambitious CEOs
helping one another improve the performance of their companies
and raise their levels of play.

BENEFITS
• Improved collaboration and
information sharing
• Faster and easier scheduling
of calls and meetings
• Efficient and effective online meetings

Migrated from:

Migrated to:

Country:

Industry:

Legacy Email
Clients

Microsoft
Office 365

United States

Professional Training
and Coaching

• Secure access to work anywhere
• A reduction in technology costs

THE CHALLENGE
The advisors and staff of Inc. CEO Project, who typically operate remotely from each
other, had been using a variety of email, collaboration, file sharing, and web meeting
technologies which had proved to be cumbersome. They sought to make it easier to
deliver value to their CEO clients by enhancing communication and collaboration —
connecting team members, clients, and groups of clients.

“The Binary Tree experts
hurdled all of our
obstacles, challenges,
and points of friction.
They demonstrated deep
knowledge, abundant
patience, and unwavering
commitment to get us up
and running. Our CEO
and team members are
happy with Office 365
and thrilled with Binary
Tree – thank you!”

THE SOLUTION

THE RESULTS

Inc. CEO Project brought in Binary
Tree by Quest, whose founder was
an active member of their peer group
advisory service. Binary Tree helped to
plan the transition from a diverse and
non-integrated set of communications
and collaboration tools to the unified
capabilities found in the Microsoft
Office 365 cloud.

Inc. CEO Project is now successfully
leveraging Office 365 to transform
and expedite their communication and
collaboration processes. They now all use,
and know how to leverage, a common
set of tools:

The project was implemented in
three phases.
• In phase one, Binary Tree set up and
configured a new Office 365 tenant
environment for Inc. CEO Project and then
creating user accounts in the tenant.
• In the second phase, Inc. CEO Project
users were trained in how to use Office 365
with training videos and online courses.
• Lastly, in phase three, each user’s
onboarding was completed by migrating
their email and calendar content to
their new account in Office 365.

• Outlook for sending email and
scheduling meetings
• OneDrive for sharing files
• Microsoft Teams for communicating, sharing,
and collaborating – within each CEO peer
group, across all clients, and with each other

Sharon McGuire, member specialist
with Inc. CEO Project, remarked “I really
appreciate this opportunity to work with
your team and I know Inc. CEO Project
will be a more collaborative company
because of this transition to Microsoft
Office 365.”

Pam Singleton
Partner, Inc. CEO Project

ABOUT QUEST

LEARN MORE

Quest creates software solutions that make the benefits of new technology real in an
increasingly complex IT landscape. From database and systems management, to Active
Directory and Office 365 management, and cyber security resilience, Quest helps
customers solve their next IT challenge now. Quest Software. Where next meets now.

For more information, visit us at
www.quest.com/binarytree
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